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Overview

Key findings

• Cylindrical Hall Thruster with permanent
magnets (CHTpm) achieved stable
operation with input power at 30 ~ 50 W
• The use of 3D printed ABS component and
Samarium cobalt cube magnets were shown
to be feasible methods for a low-cost
miniature electric thruster fabrication

Fig.1. Schematics of CHTpm

• The CHTpm can achieve voltage-limited
operation
• The ABS melting causes the CHTpm’s lifetime
limitation
• Permanent magnets can confine necessary
electrons from a cathode, and offer a
significant reduction in the total electric power
consumption compared to electromagnets
• The CHTpm can be operated with a heatless
cathode manufactured by Colorado State
University

Fig. 2. Samarium cobalt cube magnets

Test Articles
• Channel diameter 3 cm (1.2 inch)
• Channel and gas distributer printed as a
single ABS part
• Samarium cobalt cube magnets for the
necessary magnet fields
• Magnetic fields simulated in FEMM (2D),
ANSYS (3D)
• Gas distribution simulated in ANSYS

Pic.1 . Thruster set up in a
vacuum chamber

Pic.2 . Operating CHTpm

Impact
• 3D printing can both reduce the cost of Hall
Effect Thrusters (HETs) and open up the
design space to improve thruster performance
• Low power and high Isp miniature HETs will
be attractive for small satellite’s onboard
propulsion
• Simple structure reduces cost and time to be
benefit test programs

Current work

Fig. 3. Magnetic fields simulation in FEMM
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Fig. 4. Half-section view of
3D printed gas distributer
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